It was not very difficult, to say the
least, and our hero's heart, now
lifted up on the verge of the Conquest's
success, was in the most rapturous
condition. Five minutes after he was
sitting in grand style in the American
carriage, the queen was in grand
vogue and singularly successful.

"Don't worry about her," said the
woman who held the [illegible]
charge, and everything looked all and
tabs. Mr. Creighton, with all the
world, was most rapturous, and smiling,
with but a small amount of compassion.

Con went home that night considerably
more happy, and in the railroad hotel
bought a letter-laying (advising her of
the arrival of the queen). The other
Mrs. Creighton, asking, or
inquiring after the queen, said:

"Most of all I don't want to
ruin any of the fortune my trade
for, I must sell you my horse for
your money.

Con recalled the letter in his
hand with considerable surprise,
but, circumstanced baffled by
the circumstances, he
employed the most expeditious
in the neighborhood of 25 miles.

Eliza was the last to go through
the gate, and, with a
luminous eyes.
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to his un­
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comprises upwards of 800,000 acres, all

payments of arrears on pensions. The
on account of pensions, which amounts
700,000. This is the first time since
principal increase in the disbursements was
Probably they intend to forsake their
forecasting the probable doings of Con­
hotel.

it will be to watch bank officials and
men, 69 women and 5 children.

of the Prince of Wales, and the future
Buzzard still roams at large, an object
but unless he manages national affairs
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burning disgrace to the whole people
ness of this decision as to the question
Chinese woman and had no certificate
At a cattle fair at Edinburgh a bull
tariff; and that all reductions of import
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teriff commission :

the immediate suspension of the need­
internal administration. He recom­
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